
 
 

PINELLAS COUNTY STEERING COMMITTEE BUSINESS MEETING 
2nd Tuesday of the month 6:30 p.m. 

 

PINELLAS COUNTY STEERING COMMITTEE MINUTES  
January 11, 2022 
Meeting held via Zoom & was recorded  
 
 
 
PRESENT: 
Jo-Anne- Secretary  
Treasurer- Barbara B 
Andrew – Unity Meeting 
Christy – Plain & Straight  
Evan – Website Chair 
Allen – Central Office Manager 
Mike – Helpline 
Tanya-Rules 
Barbara -District 1 liaison  
Where & when ad-hoc committee chair- Steve S  
Anniversary dinner -Elizabeth /Beverly  
Tech Committee Chair - Dave F (Interim)  
Finance - Woodie 
Picnic -Austin 
Connie ‐ Chairperson -Medical leave 
Vice‐Chair –VACANT 
Office Committee -VACANT 
Election Committee VACANT 
Volunteer -VACANT 
Gratitude Dinner - event cancelled due to COVID (Tony M) 
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CHAIR: 
 • Jo-Anne filled in as chair for Connie who is out medical leave  
•  the meeting to order at 630 pm with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. 
 •Secretary took roll call. Reminder of giving only highlights of submitted reports to keep us on 
time & stay on topic Questions held by all members until all reports are read. Q&A held and 
limited to only report clarification items. Issues that need to be discussed by group are to be held 
until we get to old & new business 
• opening remarks –No one here standing for new positions  
  
• Motions- (Evan & Barbara) made to accept Steering committee minutes from December, all in 
favor, none opposed.  
  

•Move on to committee reports 

 
 
Helpline committee:   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details  
 
• Mike shared some details from presentation slide of his helpline performance. 
• Summary/bullet slide below  

 
• The issue was 40% of our missed calls never got to a volunteer.  
• They were so short in duration that the system had not transferred them to a volunteer, so 
we never had an opportunity to answer them that's much higher than the usual average for calls 
that were of such short duration. 
•  So, I do not think we had any issue with volunteers answering the phones but had more 
hang-ups early on  
• I said I would try to put together a manual metric and I did of how often we're calling people 
back when we have a missed call.  
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• That we had 45 missed calls that rang at least once. I ignored those seven seconds or less ones of 
the 45 where we where it did ring to volunteer.  
• We just didn't answer, 2/3 of them 64%. I returned the call and tried to get back to the caller, 
another 20%.  
• I didn't have to call him back because they called again, they actually reached a volunteer.  
• So, 84% of our missed calls that rang at least once.  
• There was either a return attempt or the caller called again, and that's good. There were only 16% 
where we didn't have a follow up action.  
• But still, that's 7 missed calls with no follow up action, so I'm going to target that for improvement. 
I'm going to try to hit closer to 100% of the missed calls at an attempt to call the caller back within an hour 
or so.  
• It's the metric that I'm targeting. I included one backup chart that I think you just may find of 
interest.  
• The first backup, it tells you how many people called on Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New Year's 
Eve and New Year's Day and how we did answer those calls.  
 
 
TREASURER REPORT:   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details  
 

• Barbara gave highlights of reports  
• Intergroup contribution calculation sheet If we, do it the way the formula normally shows, 
we would have $3027.74 to distribute.  
• However, we have an unusual event, our tickets have been sales have been suspended as far 
as as far as of Monday. The last I heard.  
• The issue is that we have with our Bank of America. Balance is inflated as a as a part of the 
calculation, Bank of America balance is $12,345.00 that is inflated by the amount of revenue. That is 
being held as reserve for anniversary ticket sales.  

• So, we we can't ordinarily, that would be the amount we would distribute, or we have available for 
distribution, but I've added to the subtractions from the total cash on hand. At which is 23,649.08.  
• The first line is less prudent, less prepaid anniversary ticket. Revenue which may need to be 
refunded. We won't know that, but at this point we have to take that into consideration should that event 
need to be cancelled, so we can afford to distribute those funds at this time. 
• So, what's interesting the rest of the calculation at the bottom, available funds for distribution 
$175.99, It’s just not smart for us to to distribute something which we would normally do in January, but to 
distribute something which we may need to refund.  
• Group contributions. my this is this is a a list from the sales receipt thing Allen put together and 
because they're not in alphabetical order, it's hard to tell, but Woodie will probably be going to bring up in 
Finance Committee. Although the the dollar figure on group contributions is $ 5,232.27, not nearly all the 
groups are contributing.  
• This is about $1500 more than we did have in Group contributions last year, but just just so you 
know this is what we have, but it could certainly be more.  
• The next one is balance sheet The numbers up at the top you'll see the 12,000. You'll see where 
the numbers for the where the calculations for prudent reserve came from. 
• We are in the process of switching back to Achieva it’s a process & it's not an event. Switching over 
to the Achieva credit union.  
• I met with Customer service supervisor yesterday and as soon as we have a clean Annual report 
with SUNBIZ, which is the Florida Division of Corporation.  
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• They will use the information that is on that to to help us with the structure of our account 
as far as Achieva is concerned.  
• It doesn't really affect any of you except just sort of what the progress is.  I went back to the 
office from that meeting and did file that 2022 annual report with the current officers and the 
current address.  
• The only other thing there's really not, not much remarkable about the about the balance 
sheet. 
• If you want to look at the the figure that I'm talking about for. Money we might need to 
refund. It's under account 402 towards breakdown toward the end. Right after payroll liabilities.  
• Account 402 is deferred anniversary revenue.  
• That means we don't put it into revenue until the month of the event.  
• But it is in bank. So, we account for it on the balance sheet, but it is called deferred right 
here, and so that's why we have to take that into consideration in our calculation.  
• And I didn't see anything else on that sheet that really needed explanation.  
• Now the P&L. A profit loss statement. A very first line is where you'll see group 
contributions that is significantly higher than last year.  
• And so, you know, hopefully we will be instead of comparing last year, we'll be comparing to 
budget.  
• But we're not there yet from a technical standpoint.  
• The sales of books, all those kinds of things.  
• Personal contributions are a little bit down.  
• That is to be expected because we were soliciting toward & deeply into the virus issues in 
January of 2021.  
• Well, one thing that would cause question if you looked at it carefully under the anniversary 
dinner.  
• Account for 606 D in the revenue you have a negative figure of $335.40. That's unusual to 
see a negative revenue figure that is a reimbursement of the plane ticket for this speaker, and this is 
the way that it was chosen to to represent that.  
• We're just going to leave that as it is right now because this is a photograph of how things 
happened in December.  
• There's really nothing unusual in cost of goods sold or the only unusual thing you'll see in 
expense that we have a 0-rent figure for this month.  
• That's because the November, the December rent was paid right at the end of November 
and the January rent was paid in January, so the December doesn't reflect it.  
• Although the rent was paid, and when you're working with accrual basis that that, that's all 
that's what you're looking at.  
• we have our net ordinary income and then that's before we add interest, expense and things 
like that  
• our net ordinary income is $ 2820. (Woodie asked about figure & clarified amount) $700 
better than last year. So, we're not running in the red.  
•   Woodie has a question for Barbara. 
• Our business insurance is showing 0 but is that because it was paid all at once earlier in the 
year?  
• Barbara replied, I believe it is. I believe I asked that question earlier.  
• I did not ask it this time because I believe I believe my brain thought that. Allen confirmed 
that it was paid all at once  
• It's something, maybe it's something we may want to talk about in terms of rules.  
• Sometimes if you paid all at once, you spread it across.  
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• But but those are minor things that do not really affect the understanding of the of the 
intergroup about how we are doing financially.  

 
• Andrew has question & brought up that line 601 B is showing the unity meeting 
contribution is showing $0.00. But they brought in $433.66 in December. Barbara will look into the 
issue and have it corrected and will send out a revised report for our intergroup meeting  

 
• No other questions  

 
District 1 report   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details  
 

• No December district 1 business meeting was held 
• The only thing that really happened was that the there was a poll taken the first of December & the 

1st of January, the area 15 meeting was changed from live to virtual.  
• There are other details that have not been worked out, but the possibility that in terms of averting 

the financial penalties, is if we decide to have the October meeting. another another meeting at that 
hotel in 2022, we might be able to avert most of financial penalties for area 15.  

• Those details have not been worked.  
• I believe the agenda for the meeting has just been posted in the last day or so, with all the zoom 

information, so they'll be on the district 1 website.  
• I know that that the notification of canceled rooms did go out and so as far as I know there was a 

78% change in the number of people who were comfortable in a face-to-face meeting at this time. 
78% of the people wanted to go virtual. That's what happened.  

• Thank you, that's all I must report.  
 

 
Rules Committee:   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details 
 

• Tanya reported the Rules Committee didn’t meet in December, so there are no minutes & nothing to 
add at this time.    

•  She will share draft of bylaws which are in committee reports for review by the Steering 
Committee in old Business  

• On old business, she was asked to attend the Koinonia meeting & will give a verbal report.  
 

 
 
Adhoc Where /when committee - See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full 
details 

• Steve S shared highlights of report – 
• Basically, in the month of December Woodie was able to send us some files from the meeting guide 

in three different formats which we looked over.  
• I experimented with one and found that it was able to be put into a booklet form.  
• To be pretty much ready for print.  
• And I contacted Danielle T. she worked as a designer for the cover and looked at it since she did last 

When and where, she looked at & updated those pages.  
• These are ready for print if we decide to go to print with the smaller format and we Were looking 

at.  
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• Basically, the main thing we have right now is that the main liability we had being able to do it 
inside is the copy machine.  

               Dave was able to finish up doing the wiring work in central office with Ethernet.  
• It's online, but He and Woody have been looking and they they are not able to locate any workable 

drivers to put machines where it could be complete means they find or either based on outdated 
operating systems that we don't have or the one that they did find they weren't able to load and 
make it work basically and stuff like that.  So, running it will actually get the machine up online.  

• That doesn't mean we couldn't do it the old-fashioned way.  
• Just hand feet copies to it and do it off by that way, but that's going to be a bigger long-drawn-

out problem.  
• Also, it doesn't actually do the stapling or folding part of it, which means we will need people & 

helpers that can do the assembly line part.  
• And the fact that we weren't able to find the driver's license makes me kind of leery about how it's 

going to be.  If it's up to the task, or that's it’s not going to do it.  
• I think at this point what I would like to ask to suggest as a motion that we need to bring in a 

service.  
• Chair- We’re going bring that up in new business your request for a motion for the print part that 

you were in your report.  The motion that you want to talk about the contracted printer can be 
discussed further as a group.  

• And basically, other things we're doing right now is we're looking at a backup, Possible ways to 
going back up and stuff like that. Do we want to do continue doing with printer, costs, and stuff like 
that?  

• Basically, the last order of business is where's the 6000 copies, last month Allen gave out 300 
copies, so if we go to continuing with the sending them out to the printer, who will probably go 
down to doing copies every month or so.   

• But we can do maybe 300 at a time that would keep the cost to probably under $ 150 a shot.  
• And doing it, it would do away with the wastes.  
• If we go to printing the copies in that smaller format, they are going to be a little more 

expensive because there's more pages to it, but we're also looking at ways that we can actually 
bring down the number of pages, reduce the size of the print and stuff like that.  

• Some people work on some designs and stuff like to do that ourselves, as some of the other stuff 
with that.  

• And the other last thing is basically a suggestion that either Allen I basically also contact the 
printing company and get a better idea of what the breakdown for those small batches is 
and whether they're actually able to adjust the layout size of the sheets and stuff like that to where 
we can reduce the number of pages in their copy.  

• We have done that in the last when/ where copies. He showed me it was like 42 pages, but 
there's actually when you look at the printing w/w there’s only actually like 35.  

• So they're actually able to reduce down the number of pages, just like if you're doing a document 
like in Excel, you know you can adjust the margins or whatever to make it fit into a certain number 
of pages, like reduces size of the print a little bit, but I think it's workable and stuff like that to keep 
the copy there which we need to do either for going inside as far as the number of hits we're going 
to take from the service.  

• Agreement or how many pages we agree to have the printer print, but anyway, that's where we're 
at right now.  
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Anniversary Dinner chair - See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details  
 
Chair – we will discuss dinner & if we need to cancel, postpone as it relates to COVID in new business  
Elizabeth - Not much to report, we're just kind of waiting on the decision. 
we picked out that if we do decide to move forward, we've we've got the menu squared away and tickets sales 
have been lower, lower than usual then for obvious reason though we can talk about all that, but other than 
that, there's really. No new news.  

 
 
TECH Committee   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details 
 

• Dave F. I put a pretty lengthy report in there, I normally    ’         a report. So, I felt more like a 
quarterly or whatever. It's there to read.  

• I'm not going to really read over it.  
• It if there's any questions, we can discuss it later.  

 
 

CENTRAL OFFICE MANAGER’S REPORT:   See Reports tab on webpage for December committee 
reports for full details  
 

• Allen reviewed his report 
• I’m going to start with the inventory. I would like to set a date or doing the office inventory either 

before the Super Bowl or after The Super Bowl for obvious reasons  
• Another thing with the inventory. The B1 hardcover big books or out of stock at GSO so we have 

174 in house.  
• Something weird happened last week where our book order ended up in California and ended up 

with Californians Intergroup Big Books and our office down in Florida, so I Contacted that 
intergroup.  

• We're trying to work with GSO to figure out if they're going to do the swap that they want us to 
keep these big books 

• The people in California were not as nice. They said whatever happens happens.  
• So, we might end up with some hardcover big books that we didn't intend to have which we will 

end up paying for.  
• Also, As Bill sees it is out of stock in GSO.  
• So, I sent you a letter that GSO mailed to me about the supply chain.  
• Everything is all messed up right now, so you guys can do that if you want to take it back to your 

own group.  
• there was no new merchandise at PCI 

•  we have got requests for the plug in the jug bottles. 
•  Operations- It says I will start making deposits into Achieva bank start on 7th. I already did and I 

made that deposit at the bank and in QuickBooks as it was approved by intergroup last month.  
• one other thing did that we were working on is identifying the price the price breaks from an 

AWWS, Grapevine, and Hazleton which we have identified, and I have added into that new sheet 
Woodie supplied me with   

•  tomorrow Dan is going to come into the office and we're going to start working on the points of 
order so we can order and do this stuff more accurately in 2022 and moving forward.  

• So, we're working on a system so that they will be smoother and a little bit better now for PCI    
• Last month we had 161 visitors and that's my report 
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UNITY MEETING REPORT   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details  
 

• Andrew reviewed & shared highlights of report 
• we had four meetings in the month of December with 198 people attending but a total unity 

donation in December with $300.50.  
• We had donations for 18 of the 21 T shirts. there were three lefts at the end of the month when I 

turned all the money in since then received donations for two of the 3, the third one's at Central 
Office, which put a buddy’s name on it.  

• The 21 T shirt that I purchased were $226.84 and the donations for shirts after I took that out if you 
do 21 x 20 dollars apiece. it's 420 and you subtract the 226. 84 and then the sale of 18 shirts, you'll 
come back where that's where that one 133.16 comes out too.  

• so, after I turn in this other $60.00 in the month of January, that total T shirt donation will be 
193.16. 

• If you do the math, take my what I paid for everything it comes out and so I think I'm going to go 
ahead and get ready to print some more shirts very soon  

• All the meetings for January are signed up for 

  

 
 

Plain & Straight report:   See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details & 
draft  
 
• Christy -  
 
• So, I guess you've seen my report.  
• I did the anniversary dinner on the cover 
• Hopefully, that'll help with some stuff, who knows. People just are where they are.  
• Thanks, Evan, for submitting that article.  
• It fit perfectly in there, super awesome.  
• Biggest problem with this month, nothing major really, but I had to make the font size really big for                 
the anniversary's because there wasn’t a lot of groups submitting anniversaries.  
• Other than that, everything is great in P/S   

 
 
 

 
 
FINANCE REPORT - See Reports tab on webpage for committee reports for full details  
 

• Woodie gave highlights – from report.  
• Sharing screen of report,     ’  what it says pretty much.  
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• And I do have a motion I'll be bringing up business about how we can increase contributions from 
groups.  

• I just wanted to show this task list that the Finance Committee has been working on.  
• As you can see, there are quite a few things and we've completed a good portion of them 

•  you can read the detail in your report, but I just wanted to let everyone know that we are working on all 
this stuff and want to thank my Finance Committee members and Allen for helping out and getting all of 
this done 

• You know everything is going well.  
•  let me see just really quick, if there's anything I wanted to just see if there was anything you know, 

spectacular.  
• No, no, that's about it.  
• You can look at all the details in my report.  
• That's it, thanks.  

 
 
 
 
WEB CHAIR report 
 

• Evan – nothing to report, 
• Will bring up issue of Blue Host in new business 

 
 

PICNIC CHAIR   
• Austin -no report submitted, first committee meeting this Saturday at 2pm at 49ers  
• Has a few questions for the group regarding T shirts  
• Chair - we will address in new business & Woodie from finance may help with answers  

 
Motion made to accept & to adopt all committee reports & to incorporate into intergroup meeting 
for 3rd Monday of month. (Steve & Allen) all in favor, none opposed. Exception being that Barbara 
will resend the report to correct unity contribution    

 

 

 Old Business: 
 

Signs/blinds - proposals  

 
• Chair - we talked about last month about the signs and blinds & about proposals for those. I know 

funding of these will be a later topic once we get the money from various sources, we talked about 
last month Discussed proposals about the signs or blinds.  

• Comments by the group –  
• Allen -I think it's important that we do get a sign that people are driving past the office continuously 

& I had somebody coming to office hours driving around for an hour and a half.  
• Allen will work on getting more quotes about putting a sign where the A/C company has theirs on a 

pole.  
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• Dave likes that idea & spoke with Bill S about how that can be done using vinyl, metal plate with 
brackets to anchor.  

• Talked about using graphics instead of paint & may need a permit since it’s on a structure.  
• Woodie discussed getting a cost for signage on windows as well & using a vinyl guy they who does a 

lot of stuff & does service work for the warehouse club and for anything AA, he may be willing 
would give us a real break on the price.  

• There was no more discussion about the blinds finds far as getting proposals and putting together 
the information later. We’ll talk about the financing at another time. 

 

 
 

 

 

Koinonia meeting -Tanya  

• Tanya was asked & attended the Koinonia meeting  
• there are concerns about whether it was violating traditions and questions about its inclusion in the 

where and when. Frankly,      ’           here. They started off by reading the preamble, how it works, 
Tradition of the month.  

• Somebody brought a topic.  
• The lead that at that meeting shared on Step 2.  
• That it's not a religious program & shared about finding something spiritual outside of yourself and then 

the meeting was opened for sharing for the rest of most of the time.  
• And then in the last 10 minutes they read the final paragraph of the 11th step in the 12 and 12 and have 

a 10-minute silent meditation so like make regular meeting, was a very nice meeting.  
• I highly recommend it. So that's my report on that.  
• Chair - Well, thank you for attending meeting that and clearing that kind of issue and we're glad that you 

took the time to do that. No further discussion needed  

 
 

 

Bylaw’s draft -Tanya  

 

• Tanya shared the draft with the group &   ’     the reports  
• The draft bylaws that our committee put together & does not anticipate us discussing that tonight. She 

wanted to make them available to us for our review. A lot was revamped, Sections will stay the same. 
They did an inventory of different groups and ended up essentially adopting the format of the Akron 
Intergroup, their bylaws, and then, of course, tailored them to our needs.  

• Group discussed timeframe and process on moving forward with draft  
• Chair - Suggestion made to give us all a month to read & sent comments back to Tanya, we can review at 

next SC meeting. Send Tanya feedback so she knows we have read draft whether there are any changes 
or not   

• When draft is ready & we are all in agreement, we can take to intergroup, present to them & be 
adopted. 

• Woodie has read & will send comments to Tanya  
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• Barbara - One question about when the committee met was clarified, they meet the third Monday not 
the third Tuesday 

 

NEW BUSINESS- 
 

Proposed use of D1 funds- Connie submitted to district 1.  
             Chair read her proposal to group  
 

“As discussed, please find the proposed use of D1 funds should the body vote to gift PCI a 
distribution. 
 
Pinellas County Intergroup is currently budgeting for the following space and operating 
expenditures: 
 

• Blinds for oversized windows in new space:  Estimated cost $1,000 
• Exterior Building Signage:  Cost estimates range from $3,800 to $4,200 
• Window Tinting:  Cost estimate $1,800 
• Laptops for central office:  Tech Soup estimates $2,300 (3)  

 
On a related note, and in the interest of transparency, a member of the PCI finance committee 
successfully applied for PCI Payroll tax credits with the IRS that will return 9K back to PCI at some 
juncture in the next 6 months. These additional funds are earmarked to assist with the costs 
outline above as well as update our Prudent Reserve from 2 months to 3 months. “ 
 
 
 
                 Anniversary dinner & covid -Elizabeth 
 

• Committee comments - Elizabeth & Beverly gave their concerns about having the event & wanting 
to do the right thing. Whether we should cancel, postpone, or limit the number of tickets so social 
distancing could be done. If we should cap out number of tickets & stop selling. Approx. 130 tickets 
have been sold. They would prefer to have smaller number so social distancing can be done. This 
would be less tables set up was clarified for Dave. They would prefer having no more than 150 
instead of 400 in the enclosed space Banquet master says we only have to have 65 people to get the 
price that we have. We could rebook the 2/5 date for future date but think the likelihood of that 
happening right now is probably small. Speaker is willing to come. People may not want to come 
because of Covid & the way it is right now.  

 
• Group gave feedback – Andrew asked why we were talking about the event since everyone can 

decide if they want to come or not. Knows several who still want to come. Many people wait until 
last minute to purchase since its right after the holidays. Wants to have event as planned. Woodie 
agreed many waits to last minute to purchase based on past year’s sales.  

• Chair    Topic is on agenda since committee had valid concerns & wanted the SC input.  
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• Allen - stopped selling tickets until we could decide after getting committee email & told people to 
come back tomorrow Some are interested in going.  

• Austin agreed we should get feedback from our groups, can poll or survey them for their feeling on 
having the event.  

•  Evan - Also if masks should be worn or not Beverly - not required by Banquet masters.  
• Steve – Suggestion to continue checking with GSO website & local advisories & complying with 

those guidelines, then you know it's up to everybody to decide if they want to do it themselves 
• Chair -don't think we can make that decision as a steering committee but take this info & present to 

intergroup meeting, which is this just six days away.  
• We can share how many tickets have been sold and get some discussion or if we should go ahead 

with event  
• Group did not decide yet to stop selling tickets until we get feedback from intergroup.  
• Committee was asked to determine what they are willing to do, if they will do event & what outliers 

they are. They will review our concerns 
• Tanya - we need to review the cost factor; we need a very detailed breakdown of what the cost 

would be if we choose not to go forward from committee  
 

• Group agreed that Elizabeth or Beverly will share with how many tickets been sold and their 
feelings about event and get input from the intergroup & let group be inclusive & decide how to 
move forward  

• We as a group want to be responsible & do the right thing as far as the event is concerned  
 
 
 
 

 Copier needs & service -Steve S  

• Steve   as far as the current office copier, I think at this point if we're looking to continue printing in 
house using that copier, we need to contact the service Rep.  

• Have them come in and do an evaluation of that copy machine.  
• See what kind of condition it is, like the longevity is going to be on it and what the cost would be to 

redo the service contract and find out exactly everything that would be entitled to that.  
• How many copies a month we would get. I’m just asking that we do an estimate on this. I'm not 

asking that we redo that contract yet.  
• Dave -then service tech can find out about drivers so we can send info.  
• Steve also they can find out if they can bring it online for us.  
• Chair So you're going to bring forward more information about the copier needs & service needs  
• Steve clarified that contract has been suspended, copier not used much & we outsource w/w. If we 

use for w/w printing, we will need service again for copier. 
• Woodie conveyed we have not used it for over a year & may not need it after we talk about how to 

move forward with w/w printing topic  
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Where/when printing -Steve S/ Woodie   

Woodie shared screen of her comparison of using Print in time verses in house printing to print out w/w  

 

 

 

• Monthly charge of $ 216 for copier no matter how many copies we make  
• Reviewed details in above slide.  Total cost of copier $3848.00 & print n time is $1400 
• The most beneficial & cost effective Is using Print n time   
• Chair how many does company print at a time & how often so we can take into consideration the 

many changes we make to meeting in w/w & not print more than needed at the time.  
• Steve – we can go to smaller batches, we can update more often, prefers using print n time for w/w 
• Tasked to look at old copier or even getting another copier to see if it’s worth using for all our needs 

etc. Feels it should be intergroup decision down the road. It would require more volunteers & if it 
breaks down would cause issues if we use this option 

• Andrew -we need to get w/w printed; they are due to be printed this month since they should be 
quarterly, we need to use company & get them printed is his recommendation 

• Woodie asked if Allen would call Print n time & ask what smallest quantity, we are can get printed & 
what price would be to get $ 100 Allen is waiting on return call from them 

• Steve can continue with his task of checking about old copier, service costs & its abilities & provide 
group his findings to determine if we should keep or not Will discus at later date  

• Chair – Motion made we should move forward this month with having print n time print needed 
w/w in the smallest amount we can. (Andrew & Barbara) All in favor, none opposed  

 

Contributions – Woodie /Christy 

 

• Discuss way to increase the contributions, some groups don’t make any donations. Ideas we can 
make to intergroup for improvement  

• Woodie noted 213 groups & 738 meetings in Pinellas County. 104 groups made contributions in 
2021 which is 50%. Suggested - Putting out to intergroups & going to meetings & sharing this with 
as announcement   If group is not contributing to Central office, GSO & District area, see me after 
meeting & we can share more info about how you can make contributions if you are able to. She can 
share at the Warehouse & reps can do the same.  
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• Chair Maybe also take this suggestion & putting it in P/S as general service announcement 
• Andrew - Contribution page & list is posted monthly in P/S. Why can’t we post those who don’t 

make them as well.   
• Chair – thought we should stay on a positive note in not listing those, some groups may have other 

ways they contribute or not able to .no other discussion.  

 

Blue Host -Evan  
 

• Web hosting service is not working well, takes a long time to open or does not work at all. Makes it 
hard to word on website. Would like to switch to a different one, he did discuss this with previous 
chair. Move domain to another host, will not affect anyone but make website easier to work on  

• Woodie highly recommended & suggested Site ground which she uses & can get quotes. They are 
running $3.99 first month & then about $ 15 month, currently we pay $30-40 month 

• Dave will reach out to committee members & get feedback on which ones work well & the cost 
factor. He will send feedback via email to group so we can pick one & get issue resolved for Evan as 
quickly as possible  

• No one opposed to moving forward with changing service.  
 

 
Picnic concerns- Austin 
  

• Austin has a few questions for the group regarding T shirts for Fort Desoto picnic, is there money 
for these so he can purchase soon & how he does this  

• Woodie from finance said he could send his budget proposal for t shirts, they will review, approve & 
cut a check for them. Emailed Woodie the info  

• He had no other issues, other things will be discussed at his committee meeting    

 

AA Related Announcements  

 
Andrew - Unity announced that interactive, free spirits, & women in freedom are the groups 
coming up for January meetings  
 
Motion to Adjourn & seconded (Barbara and Woodie) all in favor none opposed  
 
 
7th TRADITION (Every AA group ought to be fully self-supporting declining outside contributions)   
Close with Responsibility statement:   I am responsible when anyone, anywhere, reaches out for 
help; I want ∙ the hand of A.A. always to be there. ∙ And for that: I am responsible.  
 
Anniversaries in Month of January   Steve S   7 years & Jo-Anne 20 years     
 
 Closed meeting at 800 pm 
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